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These structures support atomic (uninterrupted) operations such as append-
ing to a string, incrementing the value in a hash, pushing an element to a 
list, computing set intersection, union and difference or getting the member 
with highest ranking in a sorted set. Support of such operations means that 
those operations are thread-safe. 

As for other advantages of Redis: it is an open source solution which 
has an active community, it is simple to install and has no dependencies. 
In order to achieve its outstanding performance, Redis works with an in-
memory dataset, but depending on your use case, you can persist it either 
by dumping the dataset to disk every once in a while, or by appending each 
command to a log. Persistence can be optionally disabled, if you just need 
a feature-rich, networked, in-memory cache. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN APPLICATION FOR ORDERING 
MEALS FORMATION FOR EMPLOYEES OF THE COMPANY 

 
В работе создается система, представляющая веб-приложение, которое позволя-

ет формировать заказы на ланчи для сотрудников компании. 
 

The Internet is developing quite rapidly. Creation of web-sites is one of 
the most actual topics today. This is due to the fact that any field of activity, 
regardless of whether it is related to goods or services needs to be informed.  

Created system represents a web application that allows to form 
orders for lunches for employees of the company. In developed system it is 
possible to search and order different dishes, obtain information, apply 
different types of sorting for list of dishes, obtain statistics of orders for 
various dishes. In order for the user of our system to find the information 
that he needs more quick and carry out the planned actions, the system is 
divided into sections and subsections. 

This application was developed using .NET Core and Angular 4 
technologies. Today these technologies are the most popular and provide 
extensive development opportunities. From prototype through global 
deployment, Angular delivers the productivity and scalable infrastructure 
that supports Google's largest applications. Angular is a platform that makes 
it easy to build applications with the web. Angular combines declarative 
templates, dependency injection, end to end tooling, and integrated best 
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practices to solve development challenges. Angular empowers developers to 
build applications that live on the web, mobile, or the desktop.  

The system is logically divided into several parts what helps to adapt 
quickly and start a full-fledged work. The administration of the developed 
system can be performed by a person who can be completely unrelated to 
programming because the system provides this possibility and intuitively 
understandable for these purposes. 
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DEPLOYING THE PROGRAM COMPONENTS FOR WEB  

HOSTING ON LINUX OS 
 

В работе описывается развертывание компонентов программы для веб-хостинга 
на linux os. 
 

This article describes how to deploy a virtual host on the architecture of 
web-server. The current mainstream web-server framework LAMP and 
LNMP. The framework includes: Linux operating system, Apache web server 
or Nginx web server, MySQL database, PHP programming language, all com-
ponents of the product are open source software. This article deploys a virtual 
host based on the web server framework described above. The following is the 
deployment of virtual host in the application of server apache and Nginx. 

Install the operating system Ubuntu on the host, and then in the op-
erating system Ubuntu install Apache2, database MySQL and a series of 
application of server architecture. 

Terminal command: sudo nano /etc/apache2/sites-available/000-
default.conf, Add the following code: 

<Virtualhost *:80> 
ServerAdmin webmaster@localhost 
DocumentRoot /var/www/wordpress 
</VirtualHost> 
The mothed to configure Nginx. Install Nginx. Terminal command: 

sudo apt-get install nginx.  
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